Background: Cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), or the DNA sequences required for regulating gene expression, play the central role in biological researches on transcriptional regulation in metazoan species. Nowadays, the systematic understanding of CRMs still mainly resorts to computational methods due to the time-consuming and small-scale nature of experimental methods. But the accuracy and reliability of different CRM prediction tools are still unclear. Without comparative cross-analysis of the results and combinatorial consideration with extra experimental information, there is no easy way to assess the confidence of the predicted CRMs. This limits the genome-wide understanding of CRMs.
Background
Differential gene expression distinguishes distinct cell types in the differentiation of cells [1] . Correct temporal and spatial control of gene expression is crucial in different developmental stages in metazoans. In metazoan cells, transcriptional regulation of gene expression is controlled in a modular manner by specific DNA sequences located in the intergenic regions or in the introns [2] . Identifying these regulatory DNA sequences, or the cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), and their functions in gene transcriptional regulation can both expand our understanding of differential gene regulation and have potential application in medicine as well.
Three major CRM functions are known. In metazoan cells, CRMs can function as promoters, enhancers/silencers or insulators [3] . Promoter regulatory DNA sequences direct RNA polymerase to initiate gene transcription [4] . Enhancer/silencer CRMs operationally activate/repress the transcriptional expression of target genes with the help of regulatory proteins bound to them [5] . Finally, insulators block the effect of other enhancers with proteins such as CTCF [6] . Two major factors are closely related to CRM functionality: transcription factor (TF) binding and the shared chromatin epigenetic profiles [3, [7] [8] [9] . Depending on the epigenetic profiles the regulatory sequences bear, different TFs and regulatory proteins are recruited to CRMs, hence determining the functions of them [7, 10] . For example, it has been reported that in promoter regions the RNA polymerase II signals can be identified and in enhancer regions H3K4me and nucleosome depletion can be observed [11] .
While experimental approaches allow the determination of CRMs, genome-wide systematic identification of instances of CRMs nowadays still mainly resorts to computational methods due to the time-consuming, smallscale and low-throughput nature of experimental approaches [12] [13] [14] . The existing CRM searching computational strategies in Drosophila are based on two features of CRMs, namely the transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) and phylogeny. Conserved homologous and noncoding DNA sequences between related species are thought to be closely related to gene regulation [3] . Some CRM prediction algorithms used the window clustering method or the probabilistic modelling to find regulatory sequences with significant clustering of high densities of TFBSs [15, 16] . Others utilized the phylogenetic footprinting on comparative homologous sequences between related species to reveal potential CRMs [3, 13] . And many methods are hybrids of the two strategies. Various CRM prediction tools have been developed based on these CRM searching strategies. But the accuracy and reliability of different CRM prediction tools are still unclear. Without comparative cross-analysis of different prediction results and combinatorial consideration with extra experimental information, there is no easy way to assess the confidence of the predicted CRMs. And to use the CRM prediction tools, it requires the users to get fully familiar with these tools and data preprocessing. This further prohibits the comprehensive and comparative usage of these CRM computational methods.
To fill this gap, there is an urgent need to perform the genome-wide CRM screening using different prediction tools for comparative referencing and to manually collect experimental information for assessing the confidence of these potential CRMs. Since most of the prediction algorithms did not rely on the epigenetic features of CRMs, the epigenetic profiles provide excellent resources for assessing the confidence of these prediction results. In Drosophila, there are deposited high-throughput data identifying the epigenetic marks [11] . But the information is still fragmentary in different resources and there is no easy way for combinational visualization of the predicted CRMs and the epigenetic profiles thus far. Hence we performed the genome-wide screening for CRMs using different prediction tools and constructed the pioneer database, cisMEP (cis-regulatory module epigenetic profile database), to deposit the CRM prediction results and to integrate these computationally identified CRMs with manually collected genome-wide experimental epigenetic marks as the confidence assessment resources. Researchers can further assess the CRM prediction confidence by the implemented filters based on the potential regulatory functional annotation or combinations of histone modifications. In addition to the deposited potential CRMs, we also retrieved experimentally verified CRMs from the REDfly database [12] and other literature to distinguish putative and known CRMs. cisMEP aims to provide a user-friendly interface for researchers to understand and decipher the confidence and possible functions of potential CRMs through their epigenetic profiles. We believe that this will facilitate biologists to design subsequent experiments for gene regulatory analysis. cisMEP is available online at http://cosbi3.ee.ncku.edu.tw/cisMEP/.
Construction and contents
Collection of systematic computational CRM screening results and construction of cisMEP We used currently available computational CRM prediction tools to perform and to collect genome-wide systematic screening for potential CRMs and gathered different experimentally-identified epigenetic profiles as confidence assessment and functional deciphering resources. For CRM identification, we adopted the minimal sequence definition proposed by the REDfly database for the comparative collection of potential CRMs identified by different CRM screening tools. We further retrieved experimentally verified CRMs from the REDfly database and other literatures to distinguish putative and known CRMs. To provide an easy-to-use interface for integrative viewing and retrieving these data, we constructed the cisMEP database to deposit the information. The construction of cisMEP is sketched in Figure 1 and details of the collection and statistics of experimental epigenetic data can be found in the following sections. The collection of potential CRMs are stated as follows.
To perform the systematic genome-wide CRM screening, we selected five CRM prediction tools which have been verified for Drosophila and are still publicly available [13] : cisModule [17] , cisPlusFinder [18] , ClusterBuster [16] , MCAST [15] and MultiModule [19] . These methods were based on TFBS clustering or comparative phylogeny.
For MCAST and ClusterBuster, statistic models constructed from the features of TFBS clustering are used to search for significant regulatory sequences. In these two methods, the transcription factor binding motifs are required and should be represented in the PFM format. For cisPlusFinder and MultiModule, CRM prediction is based on sequence conservation across multiple species. And in cisModule, both the binding motifs and the sequence conservation under purifying selection are utilized in a hidden Markov model. Different input data and data preprocessing are required for running all these tools (Figure 1-a) . CRMs carry out their functions by recruiting different regulatory proteins to regulatory motifs within the CRM sequences. Hence to generate candidate sequences for genome-wide CRM screening, we collected the genome-wide TFBS data from the modENCODE project [20] . 39, 339 TFBSs identified by the ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq techniques were used to generate the candidate sequences for screening genome-wide potential CRMs. A candidate sequence for CRM searching is defined by the TFBS sequence and extra 3 kb sequences extended from upstream and downstream of the TFBS respectively. The choice of extra 6 kbp is due to the fact that the sequence lengths of experimentally identified CRMs range from a few hundred base-pairs to a few thousand base-pairs long and the default sliding window in most prediction tools are generally 200-1000 base-pairs [13] . To generate the prediction results, we retrieved the genome sequence information of Drosophila melanogaster from Flybase (Version 5.51) [21] , the sequence alignment results of Drosophila melanogaster, Drosophila yakuba, Drosophila ananassae, Drosophila virilis and Drosophila pseudoobscura from the MAVID multiple alignment database [22] and the PFM data of TFBS motifs from the JASPAR database [23] . Default parameter settings were used in these prediction tools and the timeconsuming genome-wide CRM screening using different available CRM prediction tools was made possible with the assistance of parallel computing techniques.
Different computational CRM searching algorithms may provide different potential CRMs. A predicted CRM is of higher confidence if more CRM screening algorithms find it to be a potential CRM. Hence for comparative referencing, we adopted the minimal sequence definition proposed by the REDfly database. For a group of overlapping potential CRMs, we classified these CRMs into nested sets and took the minimal sequences in the nested sets as the representing CRMs (See Figure 2 ). In total, there are 410,364 (minimal) potential CRMs deposited in cisMEP.
For these potential CRMs, we further distinguish putative and known CRMs from them based on the collected experimentally verified CRMs (Figure 1-b) . Finally, we related a potential CRM to those genes regulated by the literature-curated TFBSs or the literature-curated CRMs residing within the range of this CRM, if available. We further linked the CRM annotation to the gene annotation by finding those genes within 100kbp upstream or downstream the potential CRMs. The linkage information of the CRM annotation and the gene annotation can be visualized in the feature of "Transcriptional Regulation Inference Map" in the detailed CRM information page.
Collection and statistics of experimentally identified TFBSs and epigenetic data
To provide confidence assessment for the potential CRMs in cisMEP (Figure 1-b) , we collected the literature-curated transcription factor binding site (TFBS) data and nine genres of epigenetic data, including two deduced chromatin state models, chromatin accessibility, cross-species sequence conservation, experimentally identified promoter regions, polycomb group target regions, annotated regulatory elements, histone variant nucleosomes, RNA polymerase II binding and pausing sites, and 40 kinds of histone modifications. The data statistics are stated as follows.
Literature-curated CRMs and TFBSs
Experimentally identified CRMs were retrieved from the REDfly v3.0 database [12] and CAD [24] (CRM Activity Database). REDfly collected experimentally verified CRMs in the literature that were unambiguously demonstrated to regulate target gene expression through reporter gene assays. And the CAD database collected the spatio-temporal information of gene expression driven by CRMs from the REDfly 2.0, literature surveys and their own experiments. In total, we retrieved 1,877 CRMs for 470 genes in Drosophila melanogaster from these two databases. We excluded those CRMs with unspecified target genes. Literature-curated TFBSs were mainly gathered from the REDfly database. In REDfly, curated TFBSs were discovered by DNaseI footprinting assays and electrophoresis mobility shift assays (EMSA).
Data of chromatin states
Chromatin is composed of DNA molecules and associated proteins. Binding of certain chromatin binding proteins and the post-translational modifications on histones are the major determinant of functionality of regulatory sequences [2, 25, 26] . By integrating the chromatin protein binding data and some detected histone modifications with computational machine learning models, the global potential principal chromatin types can be revealed [25, 26] . Filion et al. [25] used 53 selected chromatin components and the hidden Markov model to generate five principal chromatin states. And Kharchenko et al. [26] Figure 2 The sketch plot for minimizing overlapping CRMs. The potential CRMs predicted by different CRM screening tools were grouped into nested sets and the minimal sequences in the nested sets were selected as the representing CRMs. In the figure, CRMs forming a nested set are in the same colour and the minimal representing CRM is circumscribed with a dash frame.
produced a chromatin landscape of nine chromatin states based on 18 histone modifications and the hidden Markov model. We retrieved 8,428 chromatin regions annotated by the chromatin five state model and 20,734 chromatin regions annotated by the nine chromatin combinatorial patterns. By mapping of these global chromatin states to the CRM regions, we can have the potential picture of the transcriptional regulatory functions of the potential CRMs.
Data of chromatin accessibility
It is known that gene transcriptional expression is occurring at multiple different time periods throughout development. Hence understanding the temporal manner of CRMs are vital for deciphering the CRM regulatory functionality [27] . Chromatin accessibility have been shown to be related to the spatio-temporal behaviour of gene expression patterns [28] . The genome-scale mapping of the DNaseI hypersensitive sites provides the global chromatin accessibility and the regulatory DNA landscape [28, 29] . We adopted the data of chromatin accessible regions which were experimentally identified by the increased DNaseI hypersensitive sites from the work of Thomas et al. [28] and Li et al. [29] . In their work, temporal behaviours of chromatin accessibility were measured for five different developmental stages (stage 5, 9, 10, 11 and 14) in the Kc167 cell line under 5% FDR control. In total, 105,485 regulator accessible chromatin regions were deposited in cisMEP for the five developmental stages in Drosophila.
Sequence conservation
The primary reason for cross-species sequence conservation is thought to be purifying selection. This results in the fact that sequences that are significantly more similar than would be expected are prone to have critical regulatory functions [30] . CRMs are often built up of highly conserved sequences that are hard-wired into the genomic sequences. Hence analysis of the cross-species sequence conservation can reveal that many of the cisregulatory sequences are actually complex regions representing several enhancers, or else are only enhancer fragments. We adopted the cross-species conservation scores from the work of Siepel et al. [30, 31] . They have developed a cross-species multiple sequence alignment tool called phastCons, which is based on a two-phase phylogenetic hidden Markov model, to identify conserved elements in multiple-aligned sequences. From their trained and calibrated phylo-HMM model, phastCons generates base-by-base conservation scores for cross-species sequences. The conservation score represents the probability that the sequence is in a conserved element under the trained phylo-HMM model. For Drosophila, the conservation scores generated by phastCons were the sequence conservation measurement for the genomes of Drosophila melanogaster and 12 other fly species.
Experimentally identified promoters
Core promoters are critical DNA regions for gene regulation and transcription initiation. Some CRMs function as gene promoters [3] . Hoskin et al. [4] have identified a high resolution map of sequences of promoter regions by three high-resolution experiments: cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) tags, RNA ligase mediated rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RLM-RACE) reads and cap-trapped expressed sequence tags (ESTs). The promoters are grouped into three categories: validated (V), supported (S) and RACE-only (R). The V group contains promoters defined by two or more experimental data. The S group includes promoters with a CAGE peak or at least three RACE reads. We retrieved 12,454 promoters for 8,008 genes from their work and mapped them to the potential CRM regions as the promoter-type regulatory sequences.
Polycomb group binding data
Polycomb group (PcG) proteins are those regulatory proteins repressing the transcription of particular target genes. PcG repression of genes requires specific cisregulatory sequences, forming the silencer CRMs or polycomb response elements (PREs) [32] . Many PcG target genes tend to bear both repression-associated protein binding regions and H3K4me3 [33] . We retrieved the PcG target regions from the work of Schwartz et al. [9] . Two types of PcG target regions were classified: Class I regions contain the regions with binding signals of PC protein, E (Z) protein and H3K27me3; Class II regions consist of regions with weaker PC binding and H3K27me3 signals, but without detectable E(Z) signals. 338 class I PcG target regions were collected and 116 class II PcG target regions were gathered for use in this database.
Data of annotated regulatory elements
The comprehensive annotation of the regulatory elements in chromatin provides possible functionality of the DNA regulatory sequences in CRMs. In the work of Nègre et al. [5] , they produced a regulatory map of the Drosophila melanogaster genome on the basis of chromatin features, histone deacetylases and site-specific transcription factor binding signals produced by ChIPchip, ChIP-sequencing or RNA-sequencing techniques across different stages of embryonic, larval, pupal and adult development. The data retrieved and used in cis-MEP are as the following: 9,058 promoters predicted based on the co-occurrence of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II in embryos; 81 enhancers predicted by the binding locations of CREB binding protein (CBP) and RNA polymerase II; 4,774 Class I insulators identified by the binding of CTCF/CP190/BEAF-32 proteins and 2,911 Class II insulators identified by the binding of SU(HW) protein; 537 PREs associated with histone deacetylases (HDACs). These predicted cis-regulatory maps provide insight into CRM functions.
Histone variant nucleosome data
Eukaryotic DNA is packaged to form nucleosome particles [34] . The location of nucleosomes and the replacement of histones in nucleosomes play vital roles in gene transcriptional regulation and epigenetic inheritance [35] . We gathered two genome-wide detected nucleosome replacement data, the H3.3 replacement and the H2A.Z (also known as H2Av) map, to depict the nucleosome organization in the Drosophila genome. H3.3 are known to be related to abundant RNA polymerase II and methylated H3K4 [36] . H2A.Z were reported to be linked to an open and uniform chromatin architecture at promoter regions [37] . In cisMEP, we retrieved 617,304 regions with H2A.Z replacement reported by the ChIP-chip technique and 415,119 regions reported to contain the bulk nucleosome (DNA sequences contain any combinations of H2A and H2A.Z) from the work of Mavrich et al. [37] . For H3.3 replacement patterns, the original biotin pulldown ratios (including H3.3/wild type and H3.3/H3) were adopted from the work of Mito et al. [36] and were mapped to the chromosomal locations of the potential CRMs.
Data related to the RNA polymerase II activity
RNA polymerase II is the main molecule responsible for gene transcription. The activity of this polymerase suggests active gene transcription [8] . Hence we collected two types of data representing the RNA polymerase II activity: the regions with RNA polymerase II binding signals and the pausing sites of RNA polymerase II. 9,126 RNA polymerase II binding regions reported by ChIP-sequencing were adopted from the modENCODE project [8] and 3,729 RNA polymerase II pausing regions were collected from the work of Mavrich et al. [37] .
Data identifying histone modifications and chromatin binding proteins
Post-translational modifications of nucleosomal core histones play critical roles in altering chromatin structure and creating target sites for proteins acting on chromatin, thereby regulating gene transcriptional expression [11] . Chromatin binding proteins may function as histonemodifying enzymes related to certain activator or repressor recruitment modifications. Or they may act as the chromatin structure remodelling regulators [7] . In cis-MEP, we collected 40 different datasets providing the histone modification regions or chromatin protein binding target regions from the work of Kellner et al. [38] and the modENCODE project [8] . The .bed files of histone modification data or chromatin protein binding regions identified by the ChIP-chip or the ChIP-sequencing technologies were mapped to the CRM locations. We further categorized the histone modifications and chromatin binding proteins by their potential functionality according to the literature. Details of the functional classification can be seen in Additional File 1.
Confidence measures for the deposited potential CRMs
In the near future, it will become easier to conduct largerscale transgenic experiments in Drosophila. Hence it would be desirable to rank the CRMs so that experimentalists can prioritize constructs for transgenic experiments. We have provided two confidence measures to rank the deposited potential CRMs in cisMEP. The first confidence measure is the histone mark confidence score. The histone mark confidence score is calculated by taking the arithmetic mean of the normalized binding scores (the M-values calculated in the ChIP-chip data analysis [8] ) of the histone marks overlapping with the CRM. The higher the histone mark confidence score is, the stronger signals of the histone marks are observed. The second confidence measure is the conservation confidence score. This is provided by the phastCons score [30, 31] that specifies the sequence conservation among different Drosophila species. Highly conserved CRMs are considered to be more confident potential regulatory elements.
Implementation of the web service of cisMEP
The database is constructed using the PHP language with the CodeIgniter MVC framework. Epigenetic profiling data was deposited through MySQL. Charts displaying the epigenetic profiles for CRMs were produced by the JQuery tool Jqplot.
Utility and discussion

Database interface
The cisMEP database provides three basic functions for users to select potential CRMs of interest and to view the epigenetic profiles for deciphering potential functionality of the chosen one: (I) search mode, searching for potential CRMs of specific genes or querying potential CRMs with specified annotated functions; (II) browse mode, browsing the database for the computationally identified CRMs deposited in this database; (III) download feature, downloading the plain text file of epigenetic profiles for CRMs. The cisMEP web interface provides all entries to these functions.
In the search mode, users can key in the gene of interest to find all potential CRMs related to this gene. Alternatively users can also select the annotated functions defined by the region classification of Nègre et al. [5] and Müller et al. [32] or specify the intended histone modification combination to find the deposited potential CRMs with the specified epigenetic features. Users can further set the confidence filters of the histone mark confidence and conservation confidence to filter out only those potential CRMs above certain confident probability scores. In the search result page, the computationally identified CRMs satisfying the specified constrains will be listed in a table. In the table, the number of algorithms that specify this sequence as a potential CRM, the number of literature-curated TFBSs residing in the potential CRM region, the number of CRM literature supports for the regulatory region, the histone mark confidence and the conservation confidence for the potential CRM are listed. cisMEP also provides the browse mode for users to browse all the deposited CRM prediction results in this database. In the browse mode, users can browse the CRM predictions on different chromosomes or genes. Whether through the search mode or the browse mode, the user can now click the link of "detail" to select the CRM of interest to view the details of the functionally categorized epigenetic profiles for this regulatory sequence.
In the detail page, users can assess the prediction confidence and decipher possible transcriptional regulatory functions for the chosen CRM. cisMEP summarizes the details of the selected potential CRM. The summary elucidates the screening algorithms which this potential CRM satisfied as well as whether it is a putative or known CRM based on literature (Figure 3-a) . Next a figure, called the epigenetic profile map, consisting of the genome tracks of the CRM, its functional regions and its epigenetic profiles is provided (Figure 3-c) . In the epigenetic profile map, nine types of epigenetic data as described in the Content Section are rendered as horizontal tracks (except for the ratio plots of H3.3 replacements and the genomic distribution of conservation scores) if available. Users can also rerender the axis of the chromosome coordination to zoom in and zoom out the epigenetic tracks of the given CRM (Figure 3-b) . Detailed descriptions of specific epigenetic tracks are provided as tool-tips when the users point to them. Below the epigenetic profile plot, we provide the "Transcriptional Regulation Inference Map" that helps visualize the orientations and spacings of TFBSs within the CRMs and helps demonstrate the related gene annotation to this potential CRM and the TFBSs (Figure 3-d) . From this map, users can infer the possible transcriptional regulation mechanisms from these TFBS and gene locations. For the raw data of these epigenetic tracks, users can refer to the tables below the chart (Figure 3-e) . All tables presented in cisMEP can be downloaded easily as the .csv format or as the .pdf format (Figure 3-f) .
Issues related to cisMEP cisMEP collects different types of epigenetic data for assessing the confidence of the potential CRMs and deciphering the possible CRM functionality. Yet this type of data integration may result in a potential systematic bias. In systems biology, a cellular system is perturbed and measured by high-throughput technologies. Thus an understanding of the system is based on the integration of different high-throughput assays [39] . But this type of data integration often suffers from the system bias caused by the fact that different high-throughput data were performed on different cell states and cell types [40, 41] . Since this type of systematic bias is still unavoidable [40] , some critical points are worthy of notice when using the epigenetic profiles for deciphering CRM functionality.
Correct temporal and spatial control of gene expression is crucial in different developmental stages in metazoans. cisMEP collects the chromatin accessibility data for different developmental stages and hence provides the temporal behaviour of CRMs. While genome-wide epigenetic data are still not available for all possible combinations of cell types and stages, in cisMEP, we have marked out the developmental stages and the cell types for which the high-throughput experiments were performed. Hence in deciphering the CRM functionality, users can also take care of the different cell types for data integration in order not to run the risk of deducing the incorrect inferences.
Besides the potential bias that may result in data integration, due to the nature of high-throughput data, there are still inherent false positives and false negatives in the high-throughput experiment results [39, 40] , causing the incompleteness in the experimental data support. This insufficiency will be overcome when more and more experiment data are generated. While these data are still not totally complete now, updated version of the experimental validated promoters will be published [4, 8] and we will keep cisMEP up-to-date with these newly published datasets when more genome-wide data are released.
It is well known that epigenetic marks such as histone variant nucleosomes, histone modifications, and protein binding events are highly dynamic. While looking at these events in a time-sensitive and condition-specific manner is very important for deciphering CRM functionality, the dynamic behaviour of gene expression and CRM regulatory functionality can be considered only in the scope of gene regulatory networks [27] . Construction of the gene regulatory network using the TF-bound CRMs reveals the properties and dynamics of CRM regulation. But challenges remain to be solved in modelling the gene regulatory networks on CRMs [27] . In the current version of cisMEP, we aimed to deposit computationally identified CRMs and to provide epigenetic profiles for CRM prediction confidence assessment and potential CRM functionality deciphering. Gene regulatory networks on CRMs will be incorporated in the future updating plan when further advances in gene regulatory network modelling on CRMs are available.
Case study
To show the application of cisMEP, we demonstrate an example describing the epigenetic profiles for one potential CRM residing in the genomic region 3L: 1460941-1461456. This CRM is annotated to be related to the regulation of the gene rhomboid. rhomboid is a protein encoding gene in Drosophila melanogaster that regulates the fly embryonic development in the ventral neurogenic ectoderm. The CRM regulatory clusters for rhomboid gene expression are vital in the formation of patterns of the dorsoventral body axes and the development of the peripheral nervous system [42, 43] . We will call this computationally identified CRM as the name of the experimentally verified one, RhoBAD, in the following paragraph for simplicity.
As shown in the summary table, RhoBAD is predicted by the CRM prediction tools of cisModule and MultiModule. And in the epigenetic profiles, we can see that this CRM is enriched in bulk nucleosome (indication of any combination of H2A.Z and H2A) and H2A.Z in embryos, which implies this region is mainly occupied by the histone variant of H2A.Z and suggests the chromatin structure around the promoter region and TSS for actively transcribed genes [37, 44] . Enhancer/silencer marks, such as H3K4me1, H3K18ac (marks for enhancers [11, 45] ), H3K27me3 and H3K23ac (marks for silencers [46, 47] ) can also be observed in the S2 and BG3 cells. These epigenetic marks imply that this potential regulatory sequence may bear cellular functions and the possible regulatory function of it is gene transcriptional enhancing/silencing. And the conservation score of this predicted CRM reflects the highly conserved tendency of the sequence (conservation probability = 0.56), indicating the potential regulatory functionality of this sequence. From the support of these experimental data, we are quite sure that this CRM prediction is biologically meaningful and may indeed exist and function as the enhancer/silencer CRM for rhomboid in living cells. In fact, by the efforts of molecular biologists, four transcription factors-Abdominal-A (Abd-A), Extradenticle (Exd), Homothorax (Hth) and Senseless (Sens)-have been reported to bind to the DNA sequence regions within the RhoBAD CRM [43] . And experimental evidence has revealed the fact that RhoBAD acts as an enhancer when bound with the Exd/Hth/Abd-A protein complex and acts as a silencer when Sens binds to it [43, 48] . The sketch of the epigenetic profiles deposited in cisMEP and the experimental CRM function verification for RhoBAD are shown in Figure 4 . This example shows that the epigenetic profiles gathered in cisMEP can help researchers assess the prediction confidence of the deposited potential CRMs, deduce the potential functionality of the computationally identified CRMs and possibly establish the transcriptional regulation mechanism hypotheses of these potential CRMs.
Conclusions
In this study, we constructed a database called cisMEP, which serves to deposit genome-wide systematically screened CRM predictions and to provide the epigenetic profiles as confidence assessment of these potential CRMs. cisMEP has an easy-to-use and user-friendly interface for biologists to search and browse CRMs of interest. With TFBSs, epigenetic profiles and chromatin protein binding information, researchers can thus assess the confidence of the potential CRMs and decipher the possible CRM functions. This will facilitate biologists to unravel the regulatory mechanisms of metazoan gene transcription and to figure out the so-called "histone codon" that may possibly reside in transcriptional regulation. Finally, cisMEP will be updated on a regular basis to keep in accordance with the latest CRM screening tools, literature-curated CRM data and experimental epigenetic data.
Availability and requirements
cisMEP is available at http://cosbi3.ee.ncku.edu.tw/cis-MEP/. JavaScript functioning should be enabled in the user-side browsers and the Adobe Flash Player for specific browsers should also be installed. The web interface of cisMEP is fully tested on popular browsers: Microsoft IE9, Google Chrome, Apple Safari and Mozilla Firefox 21. Users are recommended to use these popular browsers for full functionality of cisMEP.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Details of the functional classification of the gathered epigenetic marks. Additional file 1 contains the table showing the potential regulatory functions of the epigenetic marks. The 'pubmed' column contains the literature supports for the classified regulatory functions.
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